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OPERATING

IN SWEDISH NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS
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DEFINITIONS

law power demand

Coast down

Urn of energy production
planned

Loss of enery production
unplanned

Corresponding to the UNIPEDE classification "Statistical Terminology Employed in the
Electrical Supply Industry"
Eta/En - Energy availability factor (UNIPEDE definition 4.6.03.f)
Ed/En - Energy utilization factor (UNIPEDE definition nr 4.5.01)
En - maximal producabfe energy with maximal capacity during total time in a specific
period.
Ed - actual produced energy within a certain period.
Etg - maximal producoble energy with available capacity within a certain period.

READERS HELP TO CHARACTERISTICS
Safety systems hove a bold typeface ond
operational systems have an italic typeface

Reactor Containment

Type of containment, condensation pool and atmosphere
Pressure relief systems for me reactor end the containmen

Reactor cooling systems

JAfWP

Operahon. FWP * Feedwaler pumps
RRP - Reactor recirculation pumps

Safety FWP = Feedwater pumps
syslems: AFWP » Aux feedwater pumps

HPCSP • High pressure core spray pumps
LPCSP = Low pressure core sproy pumps
LPCtP s Low pressure injection pumps
HPSIP > High pressure injection pumps
LPSIP • Low pressure injection pumps
RHRS - Residual heat removal pumps

Turbine Systems

HPRT = High pressure turbine, single- or doubleradial
HP = High pressure turbine, single- or doubleaxial
LP » Low pressure turbine, single- or doubleoxnl

Electric supply

400kV

130!(V

2- or 4-subdivisions
External power supply: • • Ext. power grid 130-400kV

• « Ext. aux. power grid 70-130k>
Internal backup supply • • Dieselbocked busbars 6-1 OkV



For many years, the Swedish nuclear power plants had a very good
track i.-cord, compared with the international average. This trend was
broken in 1993. During the year, six power plants were shut down tor
extended periods of lime, for different safety related reasons.

During the autumn, a reactor containment leak was detected during
scheduled containment leak rate testing at Barsebäck 2. The unit was
shut down for extensive investigation and corrective action for the rest
ot the year.

Ringhals 2 was shut down last six months of the year as crack
indications were found in a weld next to .i control rod penetration in
the reactor vessel head. Kxtensive tests and analyses revealed that the
crack originated from the manufacturing of the vessel head and was
ot minor importance to safety.

Oskarshamn 1 was shut down the whole year. Cracks in cold bent
pipes in the residual heat removal system and cracks in the feedwater
riser pipes lead to extensive replacement of piping, including pipes
inside the reactor vessel. Decontamination ot the reactor vessel was
successful and attracted world wide intrerest. A programme tor plant
status verification was started in order to establish long-term operating
conditions.

Replacement ot the pipe insulation and the inlet strainers in the core
and containment spray systems solved the problems with clogging at
certain failures in Barsebäck, Ringhals 1 and Oskarshamn 1 and 2.

Six of the reactors had an extremely high availability, of about 90
per cent and more. By year end, eleven ot the twelve reactors were in
ful! power operation.

C- m. _

Svante Nyman

Manning Director

SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER

Power plant

Barsebäck I
Barsebäck 2
Forsmark 1
Korsmark 2
Korsmark 3

Oskarshamn 1
Oskarshamn 2
Oskarshamn 3

Ringhals 1
Ringhals 2
Ringhals 3
Ringhals 4

Reactor type

BWR. ABB-ATOM
BWR, ABB-ATOM

BWR, ABB-ATOM
BWR, ABB-ATOM
BVV R, ABB-ATOM

BVVR, ABB-ATOM
BVVR, ABB-ATOM
BVVR, ABB-ATOM

BVVR, ABB-ATOM
PVVR, VVtstinghousc
PVVR, Wcstinghousc
1'W'R, Wcstinghouse

Klectric
output (MW;.)
net gross

600
600

968
%9

1158

445
605

1160

795
875
915
915

615
615

1(106
1006
1200

465
630

1205

825
915
%0
960

PLANTS

Power
output
(MVVLt

1800
1800

2928
2928
3300

1375
1800
3300

2500
2660
2783
2783

Commercial
operation
(Year)

1975
1977
1981
1981
1985

1972
1975
1985

1976
1975
1981
1983



BY REACTOR TYPE (BWR, PWR)
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BY REACTOR GENERATION

Classification
Each curve represents a specific reactor
design or "family" which, group by
group. corresponds to a stage in reactor
technology development and safety
com-cpt. See the table on page 2.

BWR PWR
G«»entw«3 CoKittm4 G C M M M !

Oskarshamn 1 Barsebäck 1 Forsmarkl Forsmark 3 Ringhals 2 Ringhak3
Ringhabl Barsebäck 2 Fbr$mark2 Oskarshamn 3 Ringhak4

Oskarshamn 2

100

90

80!

70

« )

•"' i Generation 1

Energy AvailabUhy BWR (Vyrar)
GenH3tinn4

Gcncratmn2

72 73 74 75 76 77 7« 7'> N) HI HZ H3 »4 »5 «6 N7 «« K9 91 92 93

i The BWR generation 1 curve has been
considerably affected by the year-long
outage at Oskarshamn 1. Ringhals 1 's
performance was average in spite of the
outage to replace pipe insulation and
suction strainers in the condensation
pool.

Temporary and permanent remedies to
the core and containment spray systems
reduced the availability and prolonged
the refuelling outages for BWR
generation 2. Generation 3 and 4
achieved an availability of the highest
class.

PWR generation 1 (Ringhals 1)
reduced its availability as cracks
were found in the reactor vessel
head. Generation 2 achieved
better results than ever.
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Generation 1

Generation 2
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BY REACTOR GENERATION

BWR Number of Scrams (Average/year)
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The number of scrams reaches or is below
the international average (1990-1992).

The PWRs of generation 2 had no reactor
scrams during 1993.
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BY REACTOR GENERATION

BWR Collective Radiation Exposure) manSicvert/year)

72 7.> 74 75 7f> 77 7<j

The BWRs of generation 1 show higher
tollective doses than before, mainly be-
cause of certain activities, pine insulation
replacement and, for Oskarsnamn 1 the
testing programmes.

NI K2 ,»u

BWRs of generation 2 show higher
values for collective radiation expmure
in the last two years. The main causes
are pine insulation replacement and
modification of the core and contain-
ment spray systems.

(iencr.ition4

N7 ,S,S

The PWRs of both generations
show low level collective doses. The
higher doses tor generation 1 at the
end of the eighties originate from
steam generator work.

PWR CoDective Radiation Exposure < manSievert/year)

72 74 7.S 7(> 77 7H 7V NO HI «2 «4 «.S «7 H1) W 92



Barsebäck 1
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
• October MeThc unit was operated at 100%
power. In preparation tor load sequence test-
ing in Barsebäck 2, operation with hydrogen
water chemistry was stopped. During opera-
tion with hydrogen water chemistry, a higher
scram setpoint b selected on the radiation
monitors in the steam lines, since hydrogen
results in higher radioactivity levels. After the
setpoint was changed, the reactor scrammed
due to high activity in the steam lines when the
test fines were flushed with nitrogen gas. Hy-
drogen remaining in the lines probably caused
the scram. The procedures were modified so
that the setpoint will only be changed after
nitrogen gas flushing.

Other
* Two containment spray isolation valves tailed
to close during surveillance testing, due to a
malfunction in an actuator relay.

* Surveillance testing of the control rod insertion
Function was not conducted in the time interval
stipulated in the Technical Specification, due to
inefficient administration. When the test was
conducted, 9days late, a control rod could not be
actuated due to a malfunction in an actuator
relay.

* During the refuelling outage, the trip function
ofbreakers in the 400V diescl-backed emergency
busbar, sub B, was tested. By mistake, the
technician switched off the associated breaker in
sub A, interrupting the power supply to the
busbar. Since the sub A DC/AC converter was
shut down, this also resulted in a loss of power to
subordinated busbars and residual heat removal

was interrupted. Three minutes later, powt
was restored to the busbars and residual he.
removal was resumed.

* A new code tor core power distributio
monitoring was installed during the retueUin
outage. During testing prior to the installatioi
corrections were made. The code which wa
installed 23 days later was the old versioi
without the correction which had been made a
the time of testing.

Daily Average Power Level
106%!

Energy Avaiability
Energy Utilization

62.1%
60.4%

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability
January 4: A startup permit was obtained from
the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)
after temporary modification of the core and
containment spray systems. The unit was
synchronized to the grid on January 16.

February 16: Cold shutdown to correct a
leaking safety relief valve. The unit was
connected to the grid on February 20.

April 16: Cold shutdown due to cracks in
cold-worked pipe bends at Oskarshamn 1. No
crack indications were found.

Refuelling outage, July 2 - September 7

The refuelling outage was scheduled for 35
days. The outage was characterized by the
replacement of suction strainers in the conden-
sation pool and replacement of the containment

insulation. These modifications and the admi-
nistration work to obtain the necessary approval
from SKI prolonged the outage. The unit was
started up on September 7. Other major work
included:

- Removal of fuel from reactor vessel and vessel
inspection

- Ultrasonic testing of reactor vessel nozzles

- Maintenance on a low pressure turbine and
a diesel generator

The collective dose was 3.2 manSievert.

September 17: Shutdown for turbine balancing
and replacement of feedwater pump cables. The
unit was connected to the grid on September 20.

October 15: The unit was shut down to repair
two main steam isolation valves. Startup was

delayed due to an excessive containment lea
rate in Barsebäck 2. The unit was shut dow
until November 16 for leak rate testing an
modifications to the reactor containment.

December 11: Power reduction to rcplai
welded fuses on a feedwater pump.

December 26: Load rejection occurred due
,i high level in a high pressure pre-heater. Tl
unit was synchronized to the grid, 18 hou
later.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power demar
corresponded to a loss of 5 equivalent ft
power days.

- No coast-down operation occurred.
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Barsebäck 2
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
• April 26: During power reduction to cold
shutdown, an alarm tor low reactor coolant
level was obtained at 1% reactor power. The
auxiliary teedwatcr system was started up to
restore the water level. Cold water injection
with a subsequent power increase caused a
scram due to high neutron flux. The mechanical
control rod insertion system is usually actuated
at 10% power. In this case, the power reduction
started at a lower power and the control rod
insertion procedure was followed.

Other
•During surveillance testing, two containment
»pray isolation valves failed to close on de-
mand, due to the ageing ot plastic components
in an actuator relay. The affected type of relay
has caused problems in both units. All relays of
this type were replaced during the refuelling
outage.

Dayly Average Power Level

• The conductivity after the demineralhcers in
the condensate cleanup system rose sharply when
another demineralizer was taken into operation.
It was suspected that small amounts of resin had
entered into the primary system. Previous
experience has shown that this results in increased
radiation levels in the steam tine tunnel, and
therefore, there was a risk that scram could
occur. The associated actuators were therefore
blocked, contrary t.> the Technical Specifications.
The operators were misled into taking this ac-
tion by the ongoing investigation into rescinding
these conditions as well as the waiver for blocking
those conditions which exist during hydrogen
water chemistry operation.

• When testing control rod moveability, the
excessive torque slip device foradrive mechanism
was actuated. The slip device was reset and a new
test was successfully conducted. However, the
same event re-occurred, one month later. After
investigation, the distance between the micro-

switch lever and the slip plate was increased. In
future, the gap between these components will
always be checked after drive replacement.

* A new code tor core power distribution moni-
toring was installed during the refuelling outage-
During testing prior to the installation, a
correction was made. The old version of the
code was installed, without the correction which
had been made at the time of testing.

* During containment leak rate testing prior to
startup after the refuelling outage, corrosion
damage in the embedded steel plating was
discovered near to a penetration. A compre-
hensive investigation showed corrosion damage
in other places. During construction, grouting
had not been correctly applied around the
penetrations. The poor grouting caused cavities
near the steel plating and provided a faviHirablc
environment tor corrosion attack. (See Special
Report, pg.35).

Energy Avuiabtliry 62.8 %
55.3 %
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Important to availability
January 4: A startup permit was obtained from
SKI after temporary modification of the core
and containment spray systems. The unit was
connected to the grid on January 10.

April 25: Cold shutdown for the repair of a
position indicator on a main steam isolation
valve. During the outage, the generator breaker
was also repaired. The unit was connected to
the grid on April 29.

May: Power reduction due to low power de-
mand started and continued until the refuelling
outage.

Refuelling outage, September 4

The outage, which started on September 3, was
scheduled to be completed on October 7. As
with Barsebäck 1, it was characterized by the
replacement of suction strainers in the conden-
sation pool as well as containment insulation.
The damage detected in the embedded steel
plating in the containment wall (see Special
Report, page 35) required extensive repair work,
extending the outage for the rest of the year.

During the year
- Power reduction due to low power demand

corresponded to a loss of 24 equivalent full
power days.

- No coast-down operation occurred.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
•July23: During startup, safety relict valves
were tested. The position indicator on one of
the valves failed, causing the valve to remain
open longer than intended. The reactor pressure
dropped, causing the water level to rise, which
actuated scram. All automatic sequences
operated correctly. The indication failure was
caused by a protective cap which had been left
behind in the valve position indicator.

Other
• During the refuelling outage, the mechanical
control rod insertion logic in the reactor
protection system was tested. During the test,
an inadvertentcontrol rod movement occurred,
due to a short-circuiting signal connector. The
signal connector was used to record drive
mechanism power consumption.

• At 45% power during the power increase after
the refuelling outage, it was discovered that the
on-line A computer for in-core fuel manage-
ment contained data for the previous opera-

Daily Average Power Level
1 0 8 % TV V- \l 1/

ting cycle. Data for the current operating cycle
had been prepared on the B computer prior to
the outage, but had been erased when backup
copies were made. When the A computer was
updated, both computers contained data for the
previous operating cycle. The updated file
contained more stringent limits for certain core
parameters. With the power levels which
occurred directly after the outage, these limits
were not exceeded.

• During depressurization, hydraulic control rod
insertion was actuated due to a high reactor
coolant level. The feedwater pumps operated at
minimum speed with a pressurization of 5MPa.
When the reactor pressure dropped below the
fecdwater pump pressurization, the reactor
coolant level rose as one feedwater valve was not
completely closed. Since measurements at low
flow are uncertain, this contributed to the failure
to detect the feedwater flow to the reactor. The
reactor was shut down.

• In connection with main steam line isolatioi
valve testing during operation, one of th
reactor's safety relief valves inadvertentl
opened. The valve was manually closed. Th
safety relief valve is opened by a pilot valve am
the opening pressure is determined by a sprin
in the pilot valve. It was found that the sprin:
force and, thereby, the opening pressure hai
decreased. Three weeks later, another safet
relief valve opened inadvertently. The inadver
tent opening of the valves was due to too mucl
insulation in their pilot valves after modifica
tions during the refuelling outage. This resultei
in an increase in the temperature of the spring;
thereby causing the springs to relax. The in
sulation of these pilot valves was modified i:
order to obtain the correct function.

B •

Energy Avaiability
Energy Utilization

— \ (
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82.8%
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Important to availability
Coast-down operation started on May 15.

Refuelling outage, July 2 -July 24

The refuelling outage was carried out as
scheduled. In addition to preventive mainte-
nance and control, the following major work
was carried out:

- Installation of backflushing and differential
pressure measurement for suction strainers
in the condensation pool

- Modification of the safety relief system for
steam blowdown to the condensation pool

- Installation of new WRNM systems

- Replacement of mineral wool insulation by
reflective metallic insulation in most of the
hot system components in the reactor con-
tainment

- Modification of steam line supports

- Extensive overhaul of Turbine 1

The resulting collective dose was 1.1 manSicvert.

August 28 and September IS: Shutdown for
repair of a pilot valve in the reactor safety relief
system.

October 29: Shutdown for repair of a leaking
check valve in the feedwater system.

During the year
- Power reduction due to low power demar

corresponded to a loss of 28 equivalent ft
power days

- Coast-down operation corresponded to
loss of 4 equivalent full power days.
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Forsmark 2
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
• September 7: During startup after the
refuelling outage, one of the reactor safety
relief valves opened inadvertently. This caused
the pressure to drop and the reactor coolant
level to rise, which resulted in a scram. The
safety relief valve was manually closed and all
automatic sequences tunctioned as intended.
The inadvertent opening of the valve was
caused by a crack in the housing of the safety
relief valve pilot valve due to a hydrogen
explosion. When the explosion occurred, the
reactor system was not at full pressure and
temperature. Normally, hydrogen explosions
should be prevented by the ignitors installed
in the pilot valve. However, the ignitors only
become hilly effective at tull pressure and
temperature.

Daily Average Power Level
108% T v —if « -

Other
• The control rod manoeuvring lever was
damaged during control rod moveahility test-
ing. It was replaced by one ot another design.
When testing continued, an inadvertent control
rod movement occurred due to incorrect instal-
lation of the new lever.

• In connection with control rod moveability
testing, the position indication for 25% of rhe
control rods tailed, due to a power supply actuator
failure.

• On two occasions, the control rod position
indication was changed without any control rod
movement having taken place. Corresponding
end position indications showed that the control
rods were fully withdrawn. The position
indication electronics were supposedly damaged

when the power supply actuator tailed.

• During cold shutdown margin testing, a
second control rod inadvertently moved along
with the intended rod during withdrawal. This
was caused by relay contact welding. The group
of relays containing the damaged relay was
replaced during the refuelling outage. The
relay in question probably became slightly
damaged when it was incorrectly connected,
and this subsequently caused the contacts to
weld. The installation of a computerprogramme
to monitor the control rod drive mechanism
testing was started during the refuellingoutage.

Energy Avaiability 88.8 %
Energy Utilization 79.1 %

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability
Coast-down operation started on June 17.

July 28: Turbine 2 was taken out of operation
due to low power demand.

; July 30: Turbine 1 and the reactor were shut
down due to low power demand.

| Refuelling outage, August 6 - September 13

The refuelling outage was extended by about 9
days, due to a faulty attachment in a position

i beam for the reactor internals, a faulty residual
heat removal pump, problems in connection

; with containment Ic.ik rate testing and a scram
during startup after the outage.

j In addition to preventive maintenance and
j inspections, the following major modifications
were implemented:

- Installation of improved backtiushing and
differential pressure measurement for suction
strainers in the condensation pool.

- Installation of new WRNM systems

- Modification ot the safety relief system tor
steam blowdovn to the condensation pool.

- Replacement of mineral wool insulation by
reflective metallic insulation in most of the
hot system components in the reactor
containment

- Extensive maintenance work was carried out
on the residual heat removal system, steam
line supports as well as on the low and high
pressure preheatcrs.

During the outage, the collective dose was 2.0
manSicvert. As usual, the radiation rates were
determined during the outage. The general
increase in the reactor containment was 20 -
30%, compared with the previous year. A plan of
action was implemented to reduce the collective
doses.

December 7: Turbine 2 was taken out of ope-
ration to repair a leaking generator.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power demand,
corresponded to a loss of 29 equivalent full
power days

- Coast down operation corresponded to a
loss of 5 equivalent tull power days.
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Forsmark 3
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
•June 23: During startup after the refuelling
outage, turbine overspeed testing was carried
out at 17% reactor power. The rest resulted in
a relatively low condenser vacuum due to partial
vacuum breakage. During restoration of the
condenser vacuum, a turbine trip with excessive
steam dumping to the condenser occurred.
This caused the reactor pressure to drop so
much that main steam isolation was actuated
and then reactor scram. All automatic systems
performed as expected.

Other
• During full power operation, an inboard main
steam isolation valve closed inadvertently. During
resetting, the valve re-opened automatically while
the differential pressure over the valve was
excessive. When main steam isolation valves are
opened at high differential pressures, there is a
risk that the bolted joint between the valve disc
and the stem will stretch. During the refuelling
outage, it was found that the bolts, which were
about 90 mm long, had stretched by about 1
mm.

• The lower drywell is to be filled with water
within 30 minutes after reactor containment
isolation. Water enters the lower drywdl when
two nitrogen gas-operated valves, between the

drywell and the condensation pools outside,
open. The nitrogen gas tor the valves is supplied
by one pipeline, although each valve also has a
backup gas tube. A check revealed that the
normal nitrogen gas supply to these valves were
not restored atter maintenance. Furthcrm ire,
one backup tube was empty due to a leaking
check valve.

• During surveillance testing ot the main steam
isolation valve pilot valves, the pilot valve to
one of the outboard isolation valves, failed to
open. The cause of the failure is unknown.
Once the electronic circuit board were replaced,
the valve performed as intended.

Daily Average Power Level
109% i V"

VI i
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Energy Availability 93.2 %
Energy Utilization 83.4 %
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Important to availability
January 28: Cold shutdown to repair a main
steam isolation valve due to suspected stretched
bolt joints between the valve stem and disc
following the inadvertent opening of the valve
at a high differential pressure. The unit was
synchronized to the grid on January 31.
February 6: Power reduction to repair a drain-
age control valve in a high pressure preheater.

Coast-down operation started on April 15

Refuelling outage, June 5 -June 23

The refuelling outage was carried out as
scheduled. Besides preventive maintenance
and inspections, the following work was
accomplished:

- installation of backflushing and differential
pressure measurement equipment on the
suction strainers in the condensation pool

- installation of a computerized measurement
system for monitoring temperature and
vibrations on the large 10 kV motors to the

condenser cooling pumps and the condensate
water pumps.

- grinding down of steam isolation valve discs
for improved leaktightness.

The different surveillance tests which were
carried out show that the plant is in good
condition.

The collective dose during the outage amounted
to 0.7 manSicvert.

August: The load following capability was
increased when the adjustment range was
changed from 300 to 450 MW.
November 26-30: Pc;wer reduction to allow
regrouping of control rods to optimize fuel
utilization.

Sep Oct Nov Dec

During the year
- Power reduction due to low power demand

corresponded to a loss of 29 equivalent full
power days

- Coast-down operation corresponded to a
loss of 4 equivalent full power days
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Oskarshamn 1
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
No scrams occurred during the year.

Other
On January 18, SKI rejected OKG's application
to start up Oskarshamn 1 after temporary
modifications to the core and containment
spray systems. OKG then decided to imple-
ment a permanent solution. The following
work was carried out in spring:

- installation of larger suction strainers in the
condensation pool

- replacement of 90%) of the mineral wool
insulation in the reactor containment, largely
by reflective metallic insulation.

• In connection with the replacement of the
insulation, welds and pipe bends in different
reactor systems were tested. In February, cracks
were discovered in cold-worked pipe bends in
the residual heat removal system (see page 33).
In April, OKG decided on a programme to
replace pipes with cold worked pipe bends.
Further testing also revealed cracks in the
feedwatcr system risers in the reactor vessel. In
August, OKG decided to carry out a total
verification of the reactor vessel and other vital

systems. This includes the total decontamination
of the vessel and subsequent extensive testing of
reactor vessel welds and penetrations.

• TV inspection of the teedwater system riser
pipes in the reactor vessel revealed detects in all
six. Circumferential cracks in four of the pipes
was observed in connection to welds between
the thermal sleeves and the piping in the reactor
vessel. The two other pipes had longitudinal
crack indications before the welds, outside the
thermal sleeves. This was caused by thermal
fatigue due to temperature fluctuations in the
feedwater and water from the residual heat re-
moval system at low power.

• During draining of the reactor vessel prior to
the removal and replacement of pipe bends, low
water level signals were obtained at a lower level
than expected. This was caused by incorrect
calibration during the installation of density
compensation for water level instrumentation.
The reference legs were re-calibrated.

Core and Containment Spray Systems

B2V I N m A L
EVENT

Power
Operation

Pipe Bends Feedwater Riser Cracks & Plant Status Verification I

[PERMANENT MODIFICATIONS^ 1
Replacement of pipe insulation

u and suction strainers Reactor Vessel
Tests & Actions

Reactor Vessel
Decontamination

Primary System
Tests & Actions

^ and pipe bends
"> I y

JUL'TAUGT SEP[ OKI! IMOVI DEC JAN I FEB I M A R ' APR? MAJlJUISl] JUL j AUG; SEP[ OKTj NOV: DEC] JAN', FEB' MARrAPRT|V1AJ J U N i AllT: AUG; SEP

1993

Important to availability
Refuelling outage, April 1 - August 9

When the extensive programme to replace
cold-worked pipe bends was decided, the unit
entered a planned refuelling outage on April 1.
The following work was carried out:

- Replacement of cold-worked pipe bends
and pipelines in the reactor systems

- Installation of larger suction strainers in the
core and containment spray systems

1994

- Replacement of about 90% of the mineral
wool insulation in the reactor containment,
largely by reflective metallic insulation

- Improved bypass water flow to minimize the
vibrations in the control rod guide tubes

- Replacement of concrete shields over the
refuelling pools by water-filled pools during
operation

- Replacement of pipes in low pressure pre-
hcaters by stainless steel pipes

- Ultrasonic testing of the welds in the reactor
recirculation loops

The collective dose for the refuelling outage
was 2.9 manSievert.
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Oskarshamn 2
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

I Important to safety
j Scrams
j • June 29: At 106% reactor p>wer, instan-
i taneous runback in the turbine governing sys-
; tern led to a turbine trip and changeover to
I dump operation. The dump valves tailed to
i assume control of the reactor pressure which
I increased, resulting in a neutron flux transient

that actuated scram.

• July 3: At 100% reactor power, the same
incident occurred. Thanks to an installed event
recorder, the root cause was traced to a circuit
board in the turbine governor system. The
unit was synchronized to the grid on July 4.

• October23: During startup after the refuel-
ling outage, dump prohibition v/as actuated at
5% reactor power, resulting in scram. No
explanation of the incident was found, and a
new startup was initiated.

• October23: During startup, dump prohibi-
tion was once again actuated at 5% reactor

Daily Average Power Level
106%i

power, resulting in scram. A shut-oft valve in the
condenser dump header spray system was
incorrectly closed, thereby preventing spraying
ot th; steam dump headers. The valve was closed
during testing, but all the startup procedures
were not changed.

Other
On January 18, SKI rejected OKG's application
to start up Oskarshamn 2 after temporary
modifications to the core and containment spray
systems. Thus, OKG implemented a temporary
solution where water tor the reactor spray sys-
tem is initially taken from the reactor hall p<x)l.
The unit was synchronized to the grid on March
11. During the refuelling outage in August, a
permanent solution was implemented.

• During the refuelling outage, crack indications
were detected in pipe bends in the core spray
system. Six ot eight pipe bends had crack indica-
tions and all eight were replaced. The cause was
intergranularstress corrosion cracking (IGSCC).

• When a procedure was incorrectly read, a tuel
assembly was inserted 180° incorrectly into the
core and became stuck. The design ot the grip
device prevented the assembly troin being
released.

• Wh"n a compressed air leak was being repair-
ed, the jir compression system tor the incorrect
gas turbine was shut down. The valve label was
the same on both gas turbines.

• Turbine runback was actuated due to an
inadvertent signal from a level sensor for the
rchcater drainage. This was caused by melting
of the cable insulation. The scram tank level
sensors also had the same type of cable and
could, in the event of a short circuit, have
blocked the scram function. All the cables were
replaced.

Energy Availability 54.9 %
Energy Utilization 49.6 %

! (V-

Jan Feb Mar Apr Mav June July Aug Scp Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability
March 11: The unit was synchronized to the
grid after having been shut down since August
9, 1992, when the refuelling outage started.
The outage was extended for modifications to
the core and containment spray systems.

April 8: Cracks in pipe bends in Oskarshamn
1 led to cold shutdown for similar checks on
Oskarshamn 2. No cracks were detected.

April 29: On two occasions, converters for
two reactor rccirculation pumps tripped due to
overfrequency, thereby resulting in partial
scram. The cables and electronics for the
converters were replaced.

Refuelling outage, August 8 - October 24

The refuelling outage was extended by two
weeks due to delays/changes in the design of

i

new suction strainers for the core and con-
tainment spray systems. The following major
scheduled work was carried out:

- Installation of larger suction strainers in the
core and containment spray systems

- About 90% of the mineral wool insulation in
the reactor containment was replaced by
reflective metallic insulation

The collective dose for the refuelling outage was
3.7 manSievcrt.

November 1: Power reduction to 56% to repair
a steam leak near a high pressure preheater
pressure controller.

November 19: Partial scram was manually
initiated after the inadvertent closure of a main
steam isolation valve. Reduction to hot shutdown

was initiated on the same day for the re-
placement of cables in hydraulic scram system.

December 5: Reduction to hot shutdown for
the repair of the drainage level monitoring in a
reheater.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power demand
corresponded to a loss of 15 equivalent tull
power days.

- No coast-down operation was carried out
during the year.
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Oskarshamn 3
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
• July 26: After a feedwater pump shift, the
axial bearing temperature in the operating pump
rose quickly, resulting in the manual startup of
a second pump. The flow limit tor starting up
the second feedwater pump was exceeded,
resulting in the automatic startup of the third
pump. The reactor level rose and one pump
was shut down manually. A rapid level drop in
the reactor led to scram with feedwater isola-
tion.

• October 18: During troubleshooting on a
ground fault, three power supply groups were
connected to a non-energized busbar. This
resulted in the insertion of five scram groups,
electrical insertion of all the control rods and
partial scram. In addition, two internal main
steam isolation valves closed and scram was

Daily Average Power Level
109%-

manuallv initiated. When the busbar was re-
energized, the main steam isolation valves were
opened at an impermissible pressure differen-
tial. The unit was shut down to check the steam
isolation valves. Valve assembly bolts were found
to be stretched. The valves were repaired and
subsequently leak-tested.

Other
• During vibration measurements on an emer-
gency diesel generator, high vibrations were
found to have led to the unscrewing ot a pipe
flange. During the refuelling outage, measures
were taken to bring the vibrations back to their
original level.

• As incorrect fuel assembly positions were found
during TVO's refuelling outage, OKG decided
to check all fuel assemblies for correct axial

positioning during the 1993 outage. When the
fuel was removed, it was observed that one
assembly was positioned about 70 mm higher
than the others. The assembly rested on the
core support plate and two attempts to correct
its position failed. It was determined that the
dimensions of the fuel assembly were incorrect,
causing it to hang crookedly from the fuel
handling grip device.

• Total loss ot computer power occurred 20
minutes after a scram. When the inplant
computer went down, the operating status was
hot shutdown and the post-scram review was
in progress. After 15 minutes, the inplant
computer was back in operation.

Energy Availability 91.6 %
Energy Utilization 82.8 %

Jan Fcb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability
April 3: In connection with ordinary isolation
valve tests at 60% power, external leaks in two
main steam isolation valves were repaired.

Coast-down operation started on May 20.

May 24: Damaged bearings on a condenser
cooling water pump and faulty electronics in
the reactor recirculation pumps caused a power
reduction.

June 12: After 320 days of uninterrupted power,
the turbine tripped when a breaker for the
generator excitation was incorrectly actuated.
Partial scram followed with reduction of reactor
recirculation pump speed. The unit was
synchronized within an hour.

Refuelling outage, June 26 -July 20

The refuelling outage was scheduled for 21 days
and started one day earlier due to low power
demand and was completed three days later than
scheduled. Major work included:

- Maintenance on a diesel generator to minimize
vibrations

- Fuel sipping

Major additional work:

- Repair of a damaged diesel generator turbo
equipment

The collective dose for the outage was 0.4
manSievert.

August 24: Power reduction to 65% for control
of an oil leak in the turbine hall. The unit was
shut down on the following day. Oil spill pipes
from two high pressure turbine stop valves were
replaced.

October 18: After scram, the unit was shut
down for four days to repair main steam isola-
tion valves and leaking valves in the residual
heat removal system.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power demand
corresponded to a loss of 26 equivalent full
power days. This was only carried out during
the week-ends on account of a fuel failure
which occurred during autumn 1992.

- Coast-down operation corresponded to a
loss of 3 equivalent full power days.

-U.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
• April 28: The feedwater pump flow to one
turbine inadvertently decreased, resulting in a
low reactor level. Manual and automatic regu-
lation of the feedwater pumps for the other
turbine train failed to compensate for the level
drop and scram was actuated. The cause was
an incorrectly adjusted teedwater governor.

• September 3: During the adjustment of the
main feedwater governor, two electronic circuit
boards were replaced without the setpoint
having first been copied from the main gover-
nors to the individual pump governors. Thus,
the pumps slowed down, resulting in an extra
low reactor level. This actuated a reactor scram.

• November 17: During load transfer from
one turbine to the other, a feedwater pump lost
its setpoint signal. This caused the feedwater
pumps in the second turbine train to pick up
water flow. However, scram was initiated due
to low reactor coolant level.

Daily Average Power Level

Other
* A fire occurred in the mobile oil separator
during the separation or hydraulic oil from a
feedwater pump. The oil separator was placed ii i
a separate building outside the teedwater pump
room. The fire was concentrated to the separa-
tor. The fire was extinguished 22 minutes after
the alarm.

* During surveillance testing ot the control rod
hydraulic scram function injanuary and February,
problems were detected on a few control rod
drive mechanisms which had been maintained
during the 1992 refuelling outage. Extensive
analysis work showed that higher friction forces
in the graphite seals affect the insertion times.

* During the testing of a diesel generator, the
refilling of diesel fuel in diesel fuel tanks did not
occur automatically. If the refill pumps stop
automatically, the pumps must be manually resto-
red to automatic standby. Test procedures and
the system design were modified.

• During drive mechanism maintenance in a
core position with only one fuel assembly, two
tuel assemblies were reloaded into position in
order to guide the control rod which was to be
positioned. Reloading of fuel assemblies in the
core region where control rod service was not
permissible, in accordance with the Technical
Specifications.

• In connection with testing during the refuelling
outage, two defects in a bypass line were detected
near a shut-oft valve in a reactor recirculation
loop. One was in a position which could not be
isolated. One pipe bend was cut oft and replaced
while the other pipe bend was temporarily
repaired by overlay welding. Further testing of
other loops did not reveal any other defects.

Energy Availability 70.9 %
Energy Utilization 57.8 %

Jan Fcb Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability
January 20: A startup permit was obtained
from SKI after temporary modification of the
core and containment spray systems. Control
rod manoeuvring tests were initiated on January
23. However, problems connected with the
tests delayed the startup until February 9.

February 27: Control rod drive mechanism
problems extended the outage until March 3.

April 26: Power reduction due to low power
demand started and continued more or less
until the refuelling outage.
Coast-down operation started on July 10.

September 15: One turbine generator was
shut down for maintenance.

Refuelling outage, October 1 - November 14

The refuelling outage was scheduled for 24 days
but was extended to 44 days. In addition to the
usual maintenance and testing, the following
major scheduled work was carried out:

- Installation of larger suction strainers in the
condensation pool for the core and contain-
ment spray systems and improved backflushing

- Caposil insulation material was removed from
around the steam line nozzles. Furthermore,
flow restrictors were ins.ailed at the feedwater
nozzles in order to limit the removal of Caposil
insulation in the event of a pipe break.

Major additional work:

- Pipe replacement and repair of cracks in a
bypass line around a shut-off valve in a
reactor recirculation loop

- During extended checking of the inside of
feedwater nozzles, due to cracks found in
1992, a 28 mm long, but shallow axial crack
indication was found in a sparger. A repair
and testing programme is developed for 1994.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power demand
corresponded to a loss of 38 equivalent full
power days

- Coast-down operation corresponded to a
loss of 7 equivalent full power days.
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Ringhals 2
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
• December 23: During startup, control rod
group D was withdrawn and the reactor went
critical with SRM and WRM channel
monitoring as well as monitoring ot critical
rod position recorders. By mistake, a scram
condition tor high neutron flux in SRM was
not blocked, and as a result, scram was actuated.

Daily Average Power Level
100%

Other
During the refuelling outage, certain attachment
welds for the reactor vessel head penetrations
were tested. On May 28, a crack indication was
detected on the inside of a penetration between
the outer weld bead and the vessel head plating.
The crack was circumferential and had pro-
pagated about 170° around the penetration and
its maximum depth was 44 mm. This is the first
defect of this type and extent which has been
detected in the world. Four samples, were ana-
lyzed and the results showed that it was a thermal
defect, originating from the manufacturing pro-
cess. No crack growth has occurred since the
unit was commissioned in 1974. The crack
follows the interface between the pressure vessel
steel and the weld joint. No defects have been
observed in the pressure vessel steel. Analysis of
the resistance to damage showed that the crack

did not affect the vessel head integrity. There
fore, it was isolated from the reactor coolant b'
a seal around the penetration. The seal is design
ed so that no forces are transferred to tin
penetration and so that in-service inspection
can be carried out. SKI has approved ot thi
measures. Following the detection of the defect
all penetrations have been inspected, internall'
as well as externally. A number of minor indica
tions have been found, although none need t(
be corrected.

• During startup after the refuelling outage
rising temperatures led to incorrect signal
from three channels ot the rod position indica
tion system. The correct rod position could no
be read due to unstable indication signals. Thi
power supply to the channels was adjusted.

Energy Availability .16.5 %
Energy Utilization .35.1 %

Jan Feb Mar Apr Mav June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability

April 6: Coast-down operation started.

May 7 -13 : One turbine generator was shut
down due to low power demand.

Refuelling outage, May 13 - December 27

The outage was scheduled for 33 days but was
considerably extended due to the defect in the
reactorvessel head penetration. All vessel head
penetrations were inspected in addition to the
scheduled maintenance work. The following
scheduled work was carried out:

- Replacement of a stator on one generator

- Overhaul of two reactor coolant pump seals

- Installation of two gamma thermometers
used as fixed core instrumentation

- Checking of the penetrations in the reactor
vessel head where crack indications were
detected during testing in 1992.

- Installation of systems for in-service
containment leak testing

- Steam generator inspection

- Modernization of the fire alarm system

The extended outage meant that the following

additional work was carried out:

- Inspection of penetrations in the reactor vessel
bottom, which had originally been planned
for 1994

- Replacement of the polar crane cable

The collective dose for the refuelling outage was
1.3 manSievert.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power deman
corresponded to a loss of 1.5 equivalent fu
power days.

- Coast-down operation corresponded to
loss of 4.5 equivalent full power days.
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Ringhals 3
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
No scrams occurred during the year.

Other
• Prior to the startup ot a charging pump, it was
discovered that the pump had not been degas-
sed. Although the automatic degassing valves
were replaced, gas formed once again in a
suction pipe to the operating pump. This was
caused by an incorrect installation of automatic
degassing pipelines, which led to the forma-
tion of a water seal. Up to the time of the
refuelling outage, when the pipelines were re-
installed, the pipes were degassed once during
every shift.

•When new level indication pots were installed
on the pressurizer, the pressurizer penetrations
became accessible for inspection. Cracks were
detected in two of the penetrations in the

Daily Average Power Level
100%-

gaseous phase and one crack indication was
detected in a penetration in the liquid phase.
The cracks were caused by Primär}' Water Stress
Corrosion Cracking(PWSCC).The cracks were
eliminated by drilling the nozzles.

• A seawater pump tripped following an alarm
for low lubricating flow. The other seawater
pump also tripped, resulting in loss of seawater
cooling for one minute. The failure was caused
by pressure variations in the seawater distribu-
tion fine from the seawater reservoir. The pressure
variations occurred under very unusual opera-
ting conditions, with all fuel removed from the
reactor vessel, low level in the seawater pool.
Those of Ringhals 4's seawater pumps, which
are lubricated by water from Ringhals 3, also
tripped. The seawater pumps which were
lubricated by water from Ringhals 4 were not
affected.

• During a thermal power calculation check on
the inplant computer, incorrect constants were
found in the programme. The constants had
been left over from the time when Ringhals 3
was operated at 88% power to minimize steam
generator wear. During correction ot the
constants in the computer code, only one half
of the inplant computer wav corrected, thereby
causing the incorrect constants to show up
again in the calculations the next time the
computer was started up.

Energy Availability 90.1%
Energy Utilization 83.2 %

n '"

J v i

\ I

Jan Fcb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Important to availability
January 30: Turbine trip caused by overvoltagc
in the field coiling. The turbine generator was
synchronized to the grid on January 31.

May 18: Coast-down operation started.

Refuelling outage, June 17 -July 20

The refuelling outage was completed in 33.5
days - about 8 days after schedule. The delay
was due to the detection of crack indications in
the pressurizer instrument penetrations and a
leaking gasket in the reactor cooling system,
during startup. One considerable difference,
compared with previous refuelling outages, was
that the refuelling was carried out by acontractor
- Westinghouse.

Major scheduled work:

- Replacement of all safety-related batteries
(Varta) due to pole corrosion

- Testing of the reactor vessel head penetrations,
following the experience from Ringhals 2

- Installation of ultrasonic transmitters for level
indication in the reactor cooling loops with
a drained reactor cooling system.

- Modification of the pipe system in the steam
generator blowdown lines

- Inspection of about lOOpressurerelief hatches

- Modification of the charging pumps' suction
pipes in order to avoid gas formation

- Steam generator inspection. No new tubes
were plugged. A total of 1.7% of the tubes
have been plugged.

The collective dose for the refuelling outage was
0.6 manSicvert.

July 22 -August 9: One turbine was shut down
due to low power demand.

September 4 - 5 : Turbine trip due to high
vibrations after power reduction for steam ge-
nerator leaching.

November 10-13: One turbine was shut dowr
to repair a leak in the generator rotor.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power detnant
corresponding to a loss of 19 equivalent ful
power days.

- Coast-down operation corresponding to ;
loss of 5 equivalent full power days.
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Ringhals 4
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 1993

Important to safety
Scrams
No scrams occurred during the year.

Other
• As a result of the gas detected in a Ringhals 3
charging pump pipeline, a corresponding test
programme was carried out at Ringhals 4. Gas
was observed in the suction pipe of the pump
in operation at Ringhals 4. The same corrective
action was taken as tor Ringhals 3.

• Loss or one seawater cooling train, occurred at
the same time that Ringhals 3 lost its seawater
cooling. However, at Ringhals 4, which was in
operation, the second train of the seawater
cooling remained in operation. The loss of
cooling was caused by pressure variations in the

Daily Average Power Level
106% Ti

seawater distribution line from Ringhals .Vs
seawater reservoir, which resulted in a low
lubricating flow and tripped the seavvater pumps.
The seawater pumps which were lubricated with
water from Ringhals 4 were not affected.

• The test interval for the quarterly testing of the
pressuri/.er pressure measurement channel was
exceeded by 15 days, contrary to the Technical
Specifications. The error was caused by unclear
procedures.

Energy Availability 88.7 %
Energy Utilization 79.3 %
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Important to availability
January 4 -6 : One turbine was shut down to
repair a leaking rotor.

March 20: Power reduction for steam genera-
tor leaching.

April 28 - May 23: One turbine was shut down
due to low power demand.

June 19 - 29: One turbine was shut down to
repair a leaking rotor.

July 10: Coast-down operation started.

August 1 - 26: One turbine was shut down due
to low power demand.

Refuellingoutage, August 26-September 28

The refuelling outage was completed in just
over 33 days - about 3.5 days after schedule.
The delay was caused by startup problems.
Additionally, cold shutdown was necessary to
repair leaking TIP detector seal tables. The
other problem arose after a reactor cooling
pump was rebalanced when a broken seal

resulted in insufficientjackingoil pressure. Major
scheduled work:

- Replacement of all safety-related batteries due
to pole corrosion

- Extensive testing of the reactor vessel head
penetrations, following the experience from
Ringhals 2

- Installation of ultrasonic transmitters for level
indication in the reactor cooling loops when
the reactor cooling system is drained.

- Modification of the pipe system in the steam
generator blowdown lines

- Inspection of about 100 pressure relief hatches,
some of which have also been tested

- Modification of the charging pump suction
pipes in order to avoid gas formation

- Steam generator inspection. Seven new tubes
were plugged. A total of 1.5% of the tubes
have been plugged.

- 10-year inspection of the reactor vessel

- Extensive testing of valve actuators

The collective dose tor the outage was 0.5
manSievert.

October 15 - 16: Power reduction for stearr
generator leaching.

During the year

- Power reduction due to low power demand
corresponding to a loss of 22 equivalent ful
power days.

- Coast-down operation corresponding to ;
loss of 10 equivalent full power days.
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SPECIAL REPORTS
Nuclear Safety Restored in Core and Containment Spray Systems

Resumé
The initial event occurred on July 28,1992, at
Barsebäck 2, when the insulation material
clogged the core and containment spray sys-
tem suction strainers. The operating permits
for Barsebäck 1 and 2, Oskarshamn 1 and 2
and Ringhals 1 were withdrawn on September
17. All five were already shut down. During
the entire autumn of 1992, comprehensive
analysis work, testing and full-scale tests were
carried out. Temporary solutions were imple-
mented in Barsebäck and Oskarshamn.

Both Barsebäck reactors as well as Ring-
hals 1 and Oskarshamn 2 were granted opera-
ting permits and were restarted between
January and March, 1993. Necessary modifica-
tions were carried out in Oskarshamn 1, but
for other reasons, this reactor was not restarted.

Measures Undertaken
In order to solve the problem with clogging
strainers, the following permanent modifica-
tions were implemented at all five units:

- Replacement of mineral wool insulation by
reflective metallic insulation on containment
pipelines/system components whose insulation

may be dislodged in the event of a pipe break.
Ringhals 1 opted tor replacing the existing
insulation by needled fibreglass.

- Installation or considerably larger suction
strainers in the condensation pool.

- 1 mplementation ot new equipment and proce-
dures for backtlushing the suction strainers.

Other BWRs which were not directly affected
by the Barsebäck incident also implemented the
following modifications:

- Forsmark 1 and 2 replaced parts of the pipe
insulation and installed improved backflushing.

- Forsmark 3 installed improved backtlushing
and differential pressure measuring equipment

Other Consequences
The nuclear power plant personnel took a
serious view of the event. Although the event
sequence was anticipated, in reality, it was
shorter than expected.

The event also resulted in procedural changes
at SKI when its action on the Barsebäck case
provoked criticism. After investigation, the
following was carried out:

- Review ot incidence response procedures

- More explicit criteria for event classification

- Changes in the Technical Specifications to
link the reactor operating status to the condi-
tions for sate operation.
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Facts about Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC)
Background
The term IGSCC is often mentioned in
connection with defects in nuclear power plant
construction material. For IGSCC to occur in
stainless steel, three conditions must be fulfill-
ed:

Sensitized material

Presence of oxygen

Tensile stresses in the material

How to Prevent IGSCC
IGSCC can be prevented ifone of the following
conditions is eliminated:

- SKNSITIZATION of stainless steel occurs at
high temperatures, e.g. in the heated zone
next to a weld. The material in this zone
degrades its content of chrome.

- OxYfiEN occurs in the primary systems of
BWRs, which means that IGSCC is pri-
marily a problem encountered in BWRs.
Oxygen is released from the reactor coolant
through hydrogen water chemistry. The
oxygen gas reacts with the hydrogen in the

radioactive environment of the reactor vessel.
Nowadays, reactor operation with hydrogen
water chemistry is carried out at Barsebäck
1 and 2, Oskarshamn 2 and Ringhals 1.

- TENSILE STRESSES IN MATERIAL which arise

during manufacturing/processing and are
removed through subsequent quench anneal-
ing.

Weld joints always have residual tensile stresses
which make them susceptible to corrosion.
IGSCC is counteracted by using stainless steel
with an very low carbon content. This type of
steel is largely used in Swedish BWRs.

Pipe bends that have been cold-bent during
manufacturing without subsequent annealing
have residual tensile stresses and are sensitive to
IGSCC. The tensile stresses can be removed
through annealing. Since this was done in the
newer reactors, the problem is limited to the
oldest reactors, especially Oskarshamn 1.

Variations of IGSCC
Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cmrkiti}
(IASCC) can occur in the core region in th<
reactor vessel. Since bolts and springs are sensi
tive, tensile stresses in these components an
avoided.

Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cnifking,
(PWSC-. ) can occur under unfavourable con
ditions in PWRs. However, this phenomenoi
is uncommon.

Swedish Experience
Few cases of IGSCC have occurred in Swedisl
BWRs, mainly because the stainless steel pip
material which has been used in manufacturin
has an extremely low carbon content.



Cracks in Cold-bent Pipe Bends in Oskarshamn 1

Background
Oskarshamn l'soutage was extended following
SKl's rejection, in January, of the licensee's -
OKG AB's - application to restart the reactor
after the temporary modification of the core
and containment spray systems. The lengthy-
outage resulted in lower radiation levels in the
reactor systems.This, together with the ongoing
replacement ot pipe insulation in the reactor
containment, meant that testingofpipes, which
had not been previously tested, could be carried
out. During these tests, track indications were
detected in some cold-bent pipe bends in
systems connected to the reactor. In addition,
two penetrating cracks were detected in the
residual heat removal system.
129 of a total of 413 cold-bent pipe bends in
the reactor systems were tested. 14 areas with
crack indications were detected, two of which
were penetrating cracks. Originally, the pene-
trating cracks were not detected during testing
and were only located when moisture and
oxide were found on the pipe. SKI noted the
omission and other deficient testing procedures.

Cracks and their Causes
The cracks were caused by 1GSCC which
occurred because the pipes were bent without
subsequent quench annealing. During manu-
facturing, the material was cold-bent around a
mandrel and this resulted in roughness on the
inner surface. This surface is extra sensitive to
IGSCC.

During installation, shrink welds were applied
on some of the pipe bends, on the outsides in
order to adjust the angle of the pipe bend. These
welds cause further stresses in the material.

The occurrence of IGSCC is drasticallv affected
by pollutants containing sulphate in the reactor
coolant. The sulphate content of Oskarshamn 1
was high due to the leakage ot small quantities of
resins into the coolant, caused by a high opera-
ting temperature (100 °C) in the demineralizers
in the feedwater svstem.

Measures to Restore Safety
In April, OKG AB decided to replace all cold-
bent pipe bends in primary systems with an
operating temperature above 100°C and with
a diameter greater than 50mm. As this is being
done, most of the straight pipe lengths between
the bends will also be replaced. The new pipes
are made ot stainless steel with a low carbon
content. To minimize the number of weld
joints, the newpipes wili be bent with induction
heating in larger units which can contain several
pipe bends.

In order to make it possible to replace pipes in
the residual heat removal system and the
feedwater system, all fuel had to be removed
from the reactor vessel and the water drained
from the reactor. The affected systems were
decontaminated before the replacement.

RWCS

RHRS

Penetrating mirks nere found in the residual
heat removal system s suction lines I A) from
the realtor recirculation loops. The suction
lines connected directly to the reiictorvesselttl)
wereplugged'. W'aterwill only he supplied from
one of the reactor recirculation loops.



Cracks in Risers in the Reactor Vessel - Oskarshamn 1

Testing
During the replacement ot pipe bends in the
residual heat removal system, fuel was remov-
ed from the reactor vessel and the water level
was reduced to just below the reactor recircu-
lation loop nozzles. The feedwater pipes
below the reactor vessel were cut off, thereby
allowing TV inspection of the teedwater
risers inside the reactor vessel to be carried
out. In June 1993, defects were detected on
all six risers.

Cracks and their Causes
Penetrating circumferential cracks were detected
around tour of the pipes near to welds between the
thermal sleeves and the first pipe bends inside the
reactor vessel. One or the cracks extended tor over
half of the circumference of the pipe.
The two other pipes had longitudinal crack
indications before the installation welds outside
the reactor vessel. The pipes outside the reactor
vessel wall are part ot the primary pressure
boundary.

The defects were caused by a combination of
IGSCC and thermal fatigue as a result of tempera-
ture fluctuations in the teedwater at low reactor
power. The temperature fluctuations were caused
by uneven mixing of water from the residual heat
removal system and the teedwater systems. The
residual heat removal system joins the teedwater
system just before a header beneath the risers.

Measures to Restore Safety
The feedwater system has been modified previously.
In 1974, the teedwater ring in the reactor vessel
was replaced by spargers after cracks were detected
in the connections from the four risers where
cracks have now been detected.

In 1978, an auxiliary feedwater system
was installed as a redundant system

for emergency core cooling. It is
also used for feeding water to the
vessel during startup/shutdown.
This has reduced the number of
occasions when cold water must
be pumped into the reactor vessel.

In August 1993, OKG decided to
carry out a total verification of the

reactor vessel and other vital systems. Besides
the change of risers, the reactor vessel will be
totally decontaminated for comprehensive testing
of all welds and vessel penetrations.

Reactoi

pool

£ Oskarshamn I is the only mutor in
Sweden with internal'feedwater riser pipes.
The feedwater line is tonnetled to ti header
from which the six riser pipes enter the rear/or
vessel near the reactor mitt illation inlet
nozzles. The risers continue upwards, through
the downcomerandare ion net fed to the feed-
water spargers at the upper plenum level.

Cmrks were found wlwie the riser pipes penetrate the
reactor vessel; on the inside of the thermal sleeves (A)
four risers had radial traits, on the outside, four
risers had longitudinal cracks (li).

^f 'I'D enable tests and repair work realtor inter-
nals were removed. A telescopic cylinder was
mounted and the open reactor vessel was sealed off

Radiation
shields,

from the realtor pool. The cylinder contini
downwards into the reactor, section Iry sectit
providing a radiation shield. In the lowerpt
movable shields enable work to be carried o
Decontamination was performed siiccessfn
and in January IW4 personnel were allom
to enter the reactorvessel -for the first lime s'u
1972 when operation started.



Leaky Reactor Containment - Barsebäck 2

Leakage Rate Tests
During the 1993 refuelling outage, leakage
rate testing ot the o mtamment was carried out
on October 11. The test result indicated a
0.7% leakage per 24 hours, compared with the
maximum permissible level of 0.35%. Leakage
rate testing is regularly carried out at specified
intervals. Similar leakage rate testing carried
out in 1988 indicated that the leakage rate was
below the permissible level.

A leak was detected near a penetration in the
wetwell. After drilling from the inside, towards
the leaktight liner embedded in the concrete,
corrosion attack was detected in the liner. The
attack was so severe, that cavities were found in
the 7mm thick steel plate.

All the penetrations were investigated by drill-
ing small holes near the upper part. The liner
was subsequently investigated with ultrasound
technique. When damage was found, the
concrete was removed tor additional testing.

Causes ot Corrosion
Cavities were detected near the upper part of the
penetrations and behind the embedded liner.
The initial investigation ot the leaking penetra-
tion indicated that cavities could only occur on
the upper part of the penetrations. Investigation
and subsequent analysis showed that the cause
ot the corrosion was incorrect grouting during
construction. An investigation of all the pene-
trations revealed that the linerin .10 had corrosion
damage. Since concrete is not a leaktight mate-
rial, the damage could have been latent tor
several years. Concrete adequately protects the
liner against corrosion. The moisture level »vas
high where the cavities were detected and the
susceptibility to corrosion was, therefore, higher.

Leakage rate testing and investigations ot the
penetrations in Barsebäck 1 did not reveal simi-
lar defects.

Steel liner

Air evacuation

/)////i/ii you ting under
toiiitiuiwiineonstmetion itivilits menrred us
the mi ciiiiitiilinii />ipis luitl been inserted to
fur. Mali humidity in the eavities mused the
steel liner to eorrode.

Cracks in the Reactor Vessel Head - Ringhals 2
Testing
In 1992, extensive testing was carried out on
Ringhals 2's reactor vessel head because a
penetrating craekhad been detected in a control
rod drive mechanism penetration in Bugcv 3
in France. The tests were continued during the
1993 refuelling outage when selected vessel
head attachment »velds were tested with
penetrant. On May 28, a crack indication was
detected on the inside of the head in a drive
mechanism penetration weld joint. Four
samples were taken and analyzed in the Studs-
vik hot cell laborator)'. It was found that the
crack had propagated about 170 around the
penetration and had a maximum length ot'284
mm and a maximum depth ot 44 mm.
As a result of the discover)', all penetrations
were inspected on the inside and the outside.
A number of small indications were found,
although none which needed to be repaired

Causes of Cracking
The hot cell investigations showed that the
cracks stemmed from shallow thermal cracks in
the Inconel material which had arisen during
manufacturing. Thermal cracks can arise during
welding due to incorrect cooling ot the weld.
The crack follows the interface between the
pressure vessel steel and the weld joint. Xo
detects have been detected in the pressure vessel
steel itself.

The entire detect occurred
during manufacturing and
no growth has occurred
since operation started in
1974. There are signs that
the weld was repaired during
manufacturing.

Control rod penetration

Seal

Measures
Analyses were carried out by Westinghouse
and independently by Ringhals and the Swed-
ish Plant Inspectorate. These analyses showed
that the crack does not affect the reactor vessel
head integrity. The weld is overdimensioned
and the risk ot crack propagation due to fatigue
is negligible during the remaining lifetime of
the reactor. Since the only possible, although

unlikely, mechanism tor corrosion is Primary
Water Stress Corrosion Cracking, the crack

was isolated from the reactor coolant by
sealing off the penetration. The seal

was designed to prevent the
transferor"forces to the pen-

etration and to enable in-
spections to be carried

out in the future.

Crack

Steel



K.hämkraftsäkerhct och Utbildning AB, KSU (Nuclear (raining and Safety
Center) is jointly owned by the Swedish nuclear utilities: Vattenfall AB, Sydkraft AB
and OKG AB. We work to maintain and further improve safety and availability in the
Swedish nuclear power plants via experience feedback, safety assessment, education
and training. Information about nuclear power technology is also a main activity. To
maintain a high level of competence, nuclear power plant operators are regularly trained
in our full scoope simulators.

Experience feedback is conducted both nationally and internationally through
systematic gathering, analysis and processing of data on operating events in nuclear
power plants all over the world. Results and recommendations are then distributed to
all Swedish nuclear power plants. Conversely, operating events in the Swedish nuclear
power plants are reported to the rest of the world.

KSU operates in an extensive national and international contact network with
direct lines of communication to nuclear power plants as well as to international
organizations such as INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power Operations), WANO (World
Association of Nuclear Operators) and NucNet (European Nuclear Society).


